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Ralph Ford Tredre: a brief biography

Ralph Ford Tredre was born in 1900 in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, to
Cornish immigrant parents. He moved to England in 1918 to study Medicine at
Durham Medical School. He married Elizabeth (Betty) Staveley, a senior nurse
working at Stockton-on-Tees Hospital, in 1925. They had three children:
Barbara, David and Alec. He worked in Southern Rhodesia from 1929 to 1934,
including as the �rst Medical O�cer of Health in Salisbury, then returned to
England to set up a GP practice in Birmingham. On the outbreak of war in 1939,
aged 39, he volunteered, was given the rank of Major in the RAMC and ordered
to Egypt and subsequently to Greece to research and report on malaria zones.
After the fall of Greece, he worked in a convent hospital in Canea during the
Battle for Crete, was taken prisoner, escaped in July 1941, eventually reaching
Alexandria by submarine on 22 August. He was promoted to Lieutenant
Colonel and served in West Africa and Italy, among other locations. After the
war, he moved to London with his family and became Deputy Director of the
Ross Institute, which operated under the aegis of the London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine, building on his specialist interest in malaria developed
during the war. The main focus of the Institute was the study of the nature and
treatment, propagation and prevention of tropical disease. He travelled widely in
West and East Africa and India until his retirement in 1958. He died in
Eastbourne, East Sussex, in 1966.
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Introductory notes
Greece was the most malarial country in Europe, with between one and two million cases
annually prior to the Second World War in a population of seven million.

The work of the 1st Malaria Field Laboratory, both in mainland Greece and Crete, was
urgent and serious. On February 10 1941, from Crete, Major Ralph Tredre (RAMC, service
number 108448) explained to his wife Betty in a letter: “In this beautiful country there are two
inhabitants, elutus and superpictus, who go on through the ages, who have broken empires,
changed civilisation, destroyed armies and even today are a terror in the coastal zones and
mountain villages. We hope to have some measure of success in dealing with these two
mosquitoes and the ensuing months will tell. In 1916 we had 50,000 cases of malaria in four
months. We are in early, very much in advance, and hope to have a share in preventing a
repetition should a big campaign develop.”

The o�cial history of the Army Medical Services recognises this work in its chapter on
the 1941 campaign in Crete: “There were remarkably few cases of malaria. This was partly
attributable to the fact that a malaria o�cer had been doing malaria control work in Crete since
February 1 and, by employing seven foremen and approximately a hundred men working by
squads in areas, had rendered the island reasonably safe. As the troops arrived without any
individual protection against malaria, the value of this work cannot be overestimated.”

The malaria o�cer referenced was actually Daly (his full name and rank are unclear),
not Ralph himself. After three weeks overseeing operations in Crete, Ralph had left the
detailed work to Daly because he was ordered to progress to mainland Greece. Here, he worked
in the uneasiest of atmospheres during the intense, fearful period before the German invasion.
Professionally, there was much to explore. Pioneering malariologist Sir Ronald Ross had noted
back in 1914 that “Greece is a mountainous country cut up by numerous valleys. The
peculiarity of the malaria is that it lies along each valley, and that is why it has been so damaging
to the country.”

According to the o�cial war history of the Army Medical Services, while the plans for
sending an expeditionary force to Greece were being considered, a memorandum was drawn up
for presentation to General Wavell, Commander-in-Chief, Middle East. It pointed out that
malaria was endemic through south-east Europe and hyper-endemic in the plains of Macedonia
and in the basins of the Vardar and Struma rivers. “It was stated that while military operations
in Greece could safely be undertaken during the period October-May, during the rest of the
year malaria could be expected to exact a crippling toll.”

Notes by Roger Tredre, July 2021
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Chapter 1
To Greece, January 1941

Driver Phelps, Private Ince, RFT, Private Tyson, Staff Sergeant A. B. Hadaway, January 1941

It was in late January 1941 that the mobile section of the laboratory unit left Ismailia.1

With me were Sta� Sgt. Hadaway, Pte. Ince, Pte. Tyson and Dvr. Phelps. Hadaway is a
�rst class entomology graduate with honours of London University and a product of suburban
London, a sound, unostentatious chap with quite a sense of humour but inclined to be nervy,
as are many of the scientist type. Ince is a B.Sc. of Leeds, son of a Methodist parson in the West
Riding well blessed with a sense of his own importance, the antithesis of Hadaway, and
accustomed to use of virile army language which would have shaken his old man to the core; a
sister he had also whom he often spoke of as “loathing the sight of him” but to whom he was
very obviously attached.

Tyson was my batman and cook for all of us, a typical Cockney from the East end of
London, born within the sound of Bow Bells, cocky as you make them, a waiter in a hash-
slinging dump in Whitechapel before he joined the army in October 1939; he proved to be the

1 No. 1 Malaria Field Lab.
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most priceless scrounger of food of all kinds from other military or R.A.F Units and had a truly
astonishing capacity of making himself understood to friendly Greeks by gesticulation and
hand waving reminiscent to me of Kit Gill; his cockneyisms, endless good humour and ability
as a slapdash cook made him popular with all. Dvr. Phelps was a young lad from rural Somerset
with a right good West Country brogue, quiet and dour, a good driver and a sound
garage-acquired knowledge of lorries.

All were unmarried and such were the boys who toured Crete and Greece with me,
working hard, sleeping anywhere, interested in Greek mythology, always courteous to the
peasantry and never a grumble until the end of the campaign.

We bid farewell to Col. (now Brigadier) Macdonald, Bertram and the other boys and set
o� in great spirits in our 15cwt Fordson truck on what we called the invasion of the Balkans.2

The �rst stage was over the familiar ground or rather desert alongside the Suez canal to Port
Said, some 65 miles. Halfway at Kantara, where a ferry takes trains and passengers across on the
route to Palestine and Syria, we saw a great liner unloading Aussies, straight into their huge
camp on the banks of the canal.

We soon reached Port Said, reported to Movement Control, found we were expected
(remarkable in those days), and in a couple of hours were aboard a small ship, the Ethiopia,
truck and all complete. For a day or two we lay in the canal, somewhat bored, and cursed by a
howling Khamseen of desert sand, dust and �lth which blew for 36 hours. The small ship was
packed with troops and I had the unenviable job of Ship's Senior M.O. about to head out into
the Italian lake with every prospect of being bombed from the air. Daly had appeared on the
scene all on his own to be Malaria O�cer, Crete, under my direction; between us we soon had
manned dressing stations and a central emergency ward with a small theatre.

Without any warning at about midday our ship moved o� on her own, past the white
buildings of the town with the world-known Simon Arzt store in the middle; there in3

peacetime one could buy anything in the way of clothing, thick for homeward bound, thin for
outward bound, every conceivable variety of local product and cameras at ridiculous low prices
because the port is duty free. As we slipped past all the shipping, arab dhows and the like, small
feluccas tried to keep up with us. Lastly we came to the entrance to the canal with the two
mile-long walls of masonry with the statue of de Lesseps half way along.

Then suddenly we were rolling in the Mediterranean, not the beautiful blue, but the
dirty grey Mediterranean which surrounds the Nile Delta for many miles out to sea, the
outpoured silt from the bed of the Nile as far as distant Cairo. It was getting on to sundown

3 Once the most famous department store in Egypt, Simon Artz was well known for its �ne imported
goods and wealthy clientele. Sitting along the corniche and harbour next to the Thomas Cook & Son
building, Simon Arzt was an Art Deco landmark in the heart of the city, covering 2,000 square metres
over two galleries and with a grand glass ceiling for natural light.

2 The 15cwt class was accepted during the 1930s and 40s as a standard for light trucks used by the
British Army.
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and our ship seemed lonely entirely on her own, so we thought, completely blacked out, no
smoking on deck, ack-ack guns manned, those not on duty slept the sleep of the tired and just,
to be wakened at the crack of dawn by gun�re. Two lean destroyers were now shepherding our
old tub and the gun�re was just routine clearing of the guns. Not a thing was seen that day
either on the sea or in the sky except the fussy destroyers, whose presence gave the feeling that
the whole Italian navy hadn’t a hope if they appeared.

During the night the narrow seas between the eastern tip of Crete and the westernmost
islands of the Italian Dodecanese were quietly negotiated and in the morning there to the south
were the white-topped, snow covered mountains of Crete, clear cut in the marvellous morning
air and sky and the traditional beautiful blue of the Mediterranean in between. These
mountains in Greek mythology were the birthplace of Zeus, the greatest of the gods, and
legend has it that he used to return there from Olympus in Greece when he wanted to get away
from his feminine worries.

The Ethiopia crept along this rugged, rocky coast until a seaplane appeared and in the
early afternoon entered Suda Bay to �nd plenty of shipping and units of the Royal Navy. By 4
o'clock she had tied up alongside the small quay; who should be there to see who was turning
up but Lt. Col. Pain of the 189 Field Ambulance, whose unit had been on the Mauretania in
which we journeyed to Colombo from England. His presence made things easy as he simply
said “You better come and live with us”; accepted with great alacrity and by 6 o'clock the boys
had been given quarters and I was in Pain's mess sampling my �rst Cretan bread and wine.

Pain was Senior M.O. on the island and had only part of his �eld ambulance with him,
the other section having been sent direct to Athens. The mess was in a small villa in a suburban4

street of the town of Canea; it was quite pleasant having a bathroom and indoor sanitation
which became choked, regularly �lling the house with pleasant smells and calling forth vitriolic
language from the C.O. The food was excellent, wine cheap and equally excellent and taking
things all round a very pleasant introduction to Crete.

Down the street in a bigger villa was the Headquarters of the Field Ambulance, from
where M.Os sallied forth to the various units scattered about the area. Hospital cases at that
time were sent to the local civilian hospital for nursing and treatment under our M.Os.

4 He was part of Force ‘Assumption’, which arrived on the island in November 1940. 7 B.G.H. had 600
beds. A second tented hospital of M.N.B.D.O. was opened at Mournies.
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Greek women, February 1941. Photo: RFT

The essential part of my work was to make a rapid survey of the areas of the island that
were occupied by our services to establish the malaria potentialities; the season commences in
May so that Daly would have plenty of time to do his detail survey and get the necessary
organisation going. By means of the Fordson, Daly and I soon covered Canea and Suda Bay
and the surrounding area including the now famous Maleme air�eld. Several days were spent at
Heraklion, some 120 miles east of Canea and a fair-sized town. Near Heraklion is Knossos, the
site of the centre of Minoan civilisation and here we spent a long weekend as the guest of the
curator, ‘Squire’ Hutchinson, successor to the late Sir Arthur Evans, at his home, the Villa
Ariadne.

A great deal of money has been spent in an endeavour to reconstruct the palace and
precincts but, having no knowledge of archaeology, I was not able to appreciate the details of
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architecture and, indeed, it evidently requires a stay of many weeks for the expert to really
appreciate the place. It is rather o� the beaten track of Mediterranean pleasure cruises so
popular with the Americans, so that the people in and around the area were quite unspoiled
and simple, pleasant folk. While there I met a British resident of many years, also an
archaeologist, whose name was Pendlebury; he was in the British army in some liaison capacity;
we had lengthy and interesting talks on Crete each night and I mention him here as later he met
with an untimely end at the hands of the Germans.5

At each of the towns I interviewed the local Cretan or Greek M.O.Hs to get local data.
The chap at Heraklion was very fat and jovial, treated the subject of malaria in much the same
way as we would in�uenza for about �ve minutes, then invited us to a meal and the best wine
he could �nd; he spoke American and was a graduate of the University of Beirut in Syria. He
seemed very keen on the Americans and the English basked somewhat in the re�ected glory.

The Canea M.O.H. gloried in the name of Papatouakis and was quite polite, spoke
broken English and helped us not at all; he was a graduate of Hamburg University and had
been associated with Kligler of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. I came across him later
under very di�erent circumstances, which explained the lack of assistance or cooperation.

Three weeks in Crete saw the completion of the preliminary survey so I handed over to
Daly, slung the truck aboard a coastal steamer and slipped out of Suda Bay in the late afternoon
en route for Piraeus. During that period there had been no sign of the enemy in the sky or at
sea though the evidence of his capabilities was there for all to see in the stranded British cruiser
lying holed by a torpedo while at her anchorage in Suda Bay.

In this small coasting vessel I found myself to be the only British o�cer in the saloon
among a dozen o�cers of the Greek Army returning to the front in Albania after leave to their
homes in Crete. They tried several languages on me without result and in the end took me
along to the bar and insisted on standing drinks of a stu� called Ouzo, a very short drink but
extremely potent. To each drink we all fairly shouted “Hellas, Hellas”, “Viva Britannica”. I was
very thankful to get to my bunk and had the most appalling head the next morning. My lads
told me the same thing happened to them except that one of the Cretans spoke American, so
the whole unit was feeling the e�ects of Greek or Cretan hospitality the following morning.

Several weeks later I was having tea with some friends in a large cafe in Athens, when
one of the aforesaid Greek o�cers spotted me and came half across the place gesticulating as
they do, slammed me on the back, talking volubly all the time. One of my friends was a Greek
liaison o�cer and asked the Greek if he knew me; the chap, according to our standards of
quietude in public places, went haywire, gesticulating and saying “Of course, of course, a very
old friend of mine. Did we not drink together on the ship before reaching Piraeus?” So typical

5 John Pendlebury, who worked for British Intelligence, was summarily executed by the Germans on
May 22 1941.
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of the educated Greek, he sees you once, maybe likes you, seals that with a glass of the national
drink, and you are a friend for life and he never forgets.

He told us of his experiences on the frontier, of the hell of frostbite from the intense
cold and the joy of getting down from the mountain tops into the warm quarters of the Italians
on their lines of communication. Greatly excited he became when I told him of Arta and
Paramythia and of a �ight in a Blenheim bomber over the Albanian frontier, and what a
magni�cent country it was to be desecrated by �lthy Italians. I never saw him again nor did I
know his name.

To return to the morning “after the night before”, a really lovely day with excellent
visibility, a Greek destroyer for company and the distant hills of the Peloponnesus warning us
of the approach to the Piraeus. In the opposite direction spotted against the horizon were
islands of the archipelago. At about eleven o'clock land appeared ahead as well and very soon
there could be made out the white glittering buildings of the Piraeus stretching up the rising
coast belt to merge into the city of Athens itself.

Very considerable time was taken twisting and turning through defences until a corner
was turned into port and alongside a pier in just a few minutes. What a hub hub! Crowds of
workmen on the docks and not a sign of the British anywhere. The hardy truck was soon6

swung o� with our equipment and possessions and we moved out of the docks and there he
stood at the roadside, sitting on his motor-cycle, the ubiquitous British military policeman.

I had already decided to contact the company of the 189 Field Ambulance in Athens,
so the policeman led us there. Piraeus was far from white and glittering, shoddy and dirty really,
but none of the smoke-ingrained walls of industrial England. A long straight road going inland
for about three miles brought us into Athens and there slap in front of us was the Acropolis; it
took me back to school days and seeing this old building gave a sense of unreality, but a glance
at the seething populace brought back reality. Passing through the centre of the city, with its
clanging trams and packed streets, some very �ne buildings and mixture of races, not a British
soldier to be seen. People laughed and waved to us, petite and perky young women in the latest
fashions of dress and very short skirts attracted the boys and I remember Tyson the Cockney
saying “Blimey. What an eyeful!”

Our destination was soon reached and found to be an orphanage, taken over by the7

medical unit and the Military police; all very military, guards everywhere were much in
evidence, for reasons weeks later were obvious. The boys were soon �xed up with quarters and I
found that o�cers were all living in hotels; on orders, showing the �ag and so forth. I made my
way to the hotel where the Field Ambulance o�cers were staying and luckily they had a room
which had just been vacated; Athens generally was packed. The name of the hotel was, as
memory goes, Xaneus Melathron and it was situated in a side street just o� a main

7 Amolyan Orphanage.

6 The British and Empire expeditionary force had not yet been despatched to Greece. Thousands of
troops began pouring in days later.
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thoroughfare, the name of which I cannot recollect, but in which was the famous Grande
Bretagne Hotel, the seat of the British Military Mission.8

The o�cers, three, of the 189 F.A. were in and we had tea together; in the end only one
was to reach the Middle East. We spent the evening together and I was introduced to various
combatant o�cers in a small bar in a side street, the sort of place Englishmen inevitably �nd
and gravitate to. Yes, the barman was Andrew to us and spoke perfect English; he introduced us
to the best wines Greece produces and at a very reasonable price, cheaper than cheap S.A. wines
and far better quality.

Whenever I was in Athens subsequently, even when we went about armed, I usually
looked in there and found an acquaintance. The other clientele were a very mixed lot and very
di�cult to place racially, socially and morally. At that time Greece was not at war with anyone
except the Italians, and these people might in consequence have been Macedonians, Bulgars or
Turks or mixtures. The women were �ashily dressed, with what we like to call continental
touch, and left army o�cers severely alone.

8 The Hotel Grande Bretagne, dating from 1874, is on Syntagma Square.
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Chapter 2
Around Greece (I)

On the second day after a continental breakfast, which means nothing much, I went round to
the Military Mission and by virtue of my rank saw the Colonel in charge. He was a typical
cavalry regular, very Poona and all that, and without preliminaries said he had never heard of
anything like it before, meaning a Malaria Investigation Unit. “What do you do, old boy, I
mean to say?” After an explanation it sank in that I had to tour Greece and he said, “Oh no,
you can't do that you know.”

He rang up the senior M.O. in Greece who was a Group Captain, R.A.F; the latter
knew and was expecting me. The old Colonel then said “I suppose it is alright, but very
irregular, most irregular.” Then he dropped a bombshell by saying, “Come along and I will
introduce you to Prince Peter.” The latter, a brother of the king, was absolutely natural, spoke
perfect English, thought my job a grand idea and just what the British would do. He gave me
the necessary passes etc., which proved a boon everywhere I went but which I had to pass up on
leaving Greece. Prince Peter was senior liaison o�cer for the Greek Army at Headquarters in
Athens.

In the afternoon the R.A.F. Headquarters in a palatial government building was visited
to report to the young Group Captain, Russell by name. Through him I reported to Air Vice
Marshall D'Albiac and an itinerary was produced with instructions to leave in three days time.
Fairly slick work for those days!

The boys of the unit spent these two days sight-seeing and were really elated at the
chance of seeing all that Athens could show of ancient Greece. These old ruins did not attract
me at �rst and only three incidents stand out in my memory. The �rst was a climb of 600 feet
up a conical hill, called the Lycabettus, at the foot of which was the orphanage previously
mentioned. The view was terri�c with Athens sprawling around more than three quarters of
the hill; the other hills in Athens, on which stood various ruins including the Acropolis, were
dwarfed from the top of Lycabettus. The land slopes gradually from Athens merging into
Piraeus and the sea, all of which simply lay at the foot of the hill. Away to the west could be
seen the bay of Salamis, on which is a naval base and a nearby aerodrome of Eleusis later to
become very important to the R.A.F. The intense brightness of the white buildings was
contrasted against the blueness of the Aegean sea. On the crest of the Lycabettus, only a small
area, is a small monastery with a chapel, tower and bell which on special occasions could be
heard as a mere tinkle in the quieter side-streets of the city below.

The second incident was a visit one night to Maxim’s cabaret for supper and the �oor
show with the other fellows of the Field Ambulance and the Deputy Assistant Provost
Marshall, whose job it was to keep an eye on such places. The food and wines were excellent
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but the turns were poor, chie�y single items of song and dance by women of doubtful
nationality said to be Hungarian or Rumanian. One exception was the leading lady, a very
good dancer whose Hornpipe dance in naval kit brought down the house, packed with naval
and R.A.F. o�cers.

As is evidently customary in such places there were plenty of “loose” young women in
faultless evening dress wandering about from table to table. The “suckers” would buy them
drinks, invariably champagne, a percentage of the cost of which went into the girl's pockets.
The whole business is intended for the bene�t of what Americans call the tired business man.
The night there usually �nishes around 3 a.m. with a literal whole-hearted rugby scrum
between the navy and the R.A.F. using a champagne bottle tied up in napkins as a ball.
Furniture and �ttings mattered nil.

The third incident was a trip by car down the peninsula of Attica to the tip on which
stands the Temple of Poseidon or Neptune. Spring had arrived and the countryside was littered
with wild �owers of all colours. At a small Greek cafe we met an American archaeologist and
his wife, both young and very enthusiastic about their work, but wondering how they were
going to reach America again. Much later I bumped into the lady in the Kasr-el-nil in Cairo
and she had a great tale of getting out after the German invasion by caique which took them to
an island in the Aegean and thence to Turkey; there they were stuck until the British took Syria
and they were able to get through to Palestine and Egypt.

I have not referred to the other residents in the small hotel; they were all women of a
mature age and various nationalities; one was austere and haughty in her pose as an exiled
Russian princess, who became very con�dential after a few gins which she drank regularly each
night. All were obviously on tenterhooks about what was going to happen when the Germans
attacked; all were unanimous in their contempt for the Italians and polite to us but there was
always the underlying feeling that they considered us intruders.

Athens is a very mixed population, probably about sixty per cent Greek; the martial
might of Germany and her progress to that date made the other nationalities and nearly half
the Greeks germanophile and the remainder, including the "naval" class, were intensely and
hotly pro-British. The Greeks have always been up against it, always �ghting, and thus fully
appreciate those who �ght with their backs to the wall and with a light-heartedness and lack of
serious mien which forever staggers the "continent" and characterises the British naval
personnel. This was re�ected in the attitude of the hotel residents and frequenters to us British
o�cers; the wife of the manager was German and very wisely kept in the background much to
our amusement as she was such a typical buxom German fraulein with marvellous long, plaited
�axen hair and very fat legs. Then there was the middle-aged, immaculately dressed gent with
glasses and painted moustache, who always bowed from the waist and said in immaculate
English, “After you, Sir”. We all agreed he was a 5th columnist. The hotel bill was paid by the
Command Paymaster except for wines and liqueurs.
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It was early in March that the boys and I set out on our job of work in the truck; a 15
cwt., it contained bare essentials of lab equipment and stationary, a bell tent with cooking
equipment including a petrol cooker, and our kit; my bulk stu� remained with the base unit in
Egypt till they came over, so that mine was mainly valise with camp bed. When necessary
therefore we camped at a convenient stream, the lads used the tent, and I had the emptied,
hooded truck in which the bed just �tted and I had electric light from the truck battery rigged
by Phelps. Climatic conditions were perfect for this life. Our �rst destination was an
aerodrome in the process of building at a place situated on the cape at the extreme westerly end
of the southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth. We reckoned to do it in two days but did not
bargain for the state of the Greek roads.

The truck was headed west past the village and aerodrome of Eleusis where our
Wellingtons were plain for all to see; in the adjacent bay of Salamis were units of the Greek navy
including a large cruiser. Leaving Eleusis we climbed over a range of hills, clustered with olive
groves to see the sea again far ahead; in and out of the coast coves the road followed a narrow
gauge railway, sometimes cut out of the cli� and along which our army wended its way in the
evacuation. Presently, the opposite shore of the Peloponnese came in sight and the inlet of the
Aegean rapidly narrowed to a small village at the entrance of the Corinth Canal; this is a deep
cut through sandstone a mile in length, dead straight and forming the shortcut for ships
between the Adriatic and Piraeus. It is crossed by a road and rail bridge and at the time a
destroyer was passing through.

A few miles further was Corinth, where St. Paul spoke to the Thessalonians and
Corinthians; it was said that the former journeyed on foot from Thessaly in the north to hear
him. It is a squat white town, none too clean and not many people about. This place saw the
end of the good road and from there on this main road along the Gulf shore to the important
seaport of Patras was not much more than a cart track with boggy patches and rivers or torrents
swollen by water from the melting snows of the Peloponnese mountains. The scenery was
superb with great Pindus mountains on the northern shore. As is usual in army routine we
stopped at regular intervals for a rest, some food and a smoke; needless to say the lads were
enchanted with it all and full of fun and good spirits.

To the peasants we must be some of the English come to help Hellas in her �ght against
those �lthy, murderous Italians; in consequence we were received well in every small village and
had fruit, wine and bread thrust upon us. Their bread is marvellous, coarse and brown and
leaves Hovis miles behind. Without realising it we were approaching the area where some of the
best wine is produced and cheap, one penny per glass. We rarely made tea on the whole tour,
except when Tyson felt that way.
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Greek shepherd boys, Greece, March 1941. Photo by RFT

That night we stayed at a village some �fteen miles east of Patras and the Mayor, a grand
old chap, who had spent a year or two before 1910 in America, was most helpful and parked us
in the local school, which had running water and wash basins. We put in an hour or so that
evening at the local village cafe, an outdoor one with old-fashioned marble topped tables, drank
wine with the local lads and listened to them singing their folk songs. Next morning after
fording a risky looking river we soon reached Patras with its bomb scarred buildings; the
Italians bombed this port and killed crowds of people the day war was declared; they did not
return till Xmas 1940, but the people were better prepared by then with shelters. Ostensibly
the target was the docks, but the bomb-aiming must have been rotten as they were intact.

I looked up a very worried British consul, the only Englishman there, he had received
no o�cial instructions and could not get his family out before the "blitz" he knew was coming
from the Germans. His wife was an extremely nervous party with a nasty little Pekinese.
Anyway he directed me to my destination which was many miles further on over uncharted
marshy terrain with very few peasants about. Just after dark we sighted wireless masts and made
for them straight across �at country to the twin hills on which they were placed. Too late we
found it impossible to �nd a way through bog and retraced our tracks to higher land and
parked down for the night.
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A reconnaissance next morning soon showed us a track between the hills and passing
we found a fort on an estuary and not far from the fort a campsite which proved to be our
destination. The unit there was a small one, an R.A.F. hush-hush out�t with a C.O. with a
chest full of ribbons. He was able to give us tentage and there we sat for ten days or more
overlooking the sea in the direction of the heel of Italy.

A frequent visitor was the commander of the fort, an aristocratic Greek naval captain, a
polished educated gentleman with perfect manners, excellent command of English, given to
quotations from English authors, an estate in Thessaly, a profound contempt for Germans and
German culture and a frivolous disregard for Italians. About forty years of age, he was
meticulous in his choice of food and one night laid on for us a "sucking pig" and, he assured us,
one of the best wines obtainable from a particular village in Crete. He was extremely careful in
avoiding all reference to his fort and how the guns were manned and �red and so forth except
once he made a jocular reference to being uncertain of what might happen to his fort if he had
to �re his guns. The odds are the whole show was phoney. He had a very high opinion of the
e�ciency of the British navy having been some ten years earlier a Greek naval attache in
London

The details of my work amounted to a survey of some square miles of a very swampy
coastal plain, in the centre of which a magni�cent T-shaped runway was being laid down by
Greek workmen under the combined supervision of the Greek Govt. and the R.A.F. A glance
at a map shows its strategic importance and alas, it was in use and near completion for the
Germans to take over. From a height crowned by an old Venetian fort, I soon got a bird's eye
view of the situation and the conclusion that the area would be intensely malarious for a period
of the year. After about a week I was able to send in a preliminary report to Athens and it was
time to move on.
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RFT in Greece, March 1941. Family archive.

Extract from letter to wife Betty, 28 March:
One or two photos are enclosed and give some idea of what an astonishing country this is.

You may think it queer me standing on mountain tops, but hill climbing is essential to my job;
somedays by sunset I am whacked after having climbed two or three hills of 3 to 500ft and walked
anything up to 15 miles in the day over ploughed fields and rocks and walked up rocky river beds.

My chief bugbear is dogs and large ones at that; real brutes, they come straight at you and
it is rather fatuous to see them run off at the command of a small boy tending sheep. It became
serious enough to have my revolver always on me. Usually I avoid them by keeping a watch for
them, but one day I nearly trod on one asleep; he missed my thigh by one inch and received my
boot in his ribs. He returned to the attack just late enough for me to pick up a boulder which caught
him on the head. Then his small boy master appeared. It was good training for dealing with
parachute troops.

An hour or so took us back to Patras, where I had to contact the Greek Military
Commander to arrange passage in a ship across the Gulf of Corinth to Messolonghi. This
necessitated hanging about Patras for two days and nights; quarters were in the local
agricultural college closed to students because of war. Food we either bought or obtained in a
local cafe, without reservation the dirtiest place I have ever been in; but what grand dishes they
served up; it was a very old building and the ground �oor was used as a restaurant and cellar for
wine, which was contained in huge wooden casks on a raised platform. Their wine was not too
good and after each meal they gave us a vile and �ery liqueur, which we had to drink for
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hospitality's sake. The Greeks remarked on the evidence of democracy in that the o�cer ate
with his men – the last thing a Greek o�cer would do.

At the dock or quay there was no crane available to hoist our truck aboard, and the
winches on the small tramp were out of action, so Phelps had the ticklish job of driving his
truck up a couple of planks at a gradient of 1 in 3 on to the deck. He managed it and all aboard
we found ourselves packed like sardines with Greek troops and their mules; these troops were
returning to the Albanian front by this boat to a small port well up the coast, Previza, I believe;
someone asked me up to the bridge where I found the captain was English and was I pleased to
get away from restive mules.

All the Greek troops had gathered at the stern of the ship with plenty of noise and
hilarity; presently a Greek interpreter came for me and asked me to accompany him to his C.O.
This �ery-looking Greek Colonel was standing on a hatch addressing the men with great gusto
and gesticulation. I had not the remotest idea what he was talking about until he turned and
grabbed me by the shoulder, pulled me forward and continued his speech; he ceased
periodically to permit the interpreter to translate to me. It was what we call a pep talk and he
laid great emphasis on how the British Empire, consisting of many nations and spread all over
the world, had come to the aid of little Greece in her �ght for freedom; the cheering was terri�c
and he ended by saying they were delighted to have this o�cer on board as a representative of
the British Army. I was then saluted by him in the customary fashion on both cheeks; through
the interpreter I said a few words concerning the admiration of Britons for the heroic Greek
army. Loud and continuous “Viva Britannicas”. The old colonel, having done his stu�,
departed sti�y below decks and was not seen again; the captain of the ship said he was a well
known old so-and-so, hated everywhere in Patras.

Four hours steaming brought the ship to Messolonghi and we were soon o�; the boys
were somewhat tiddly, having been forced to accept the hospitality of the Greek soldiers
aboard. Messolonghi is a quaint small town something of the size of Whitby in Yorkshire and
time prevented us from looking it over; it has one reason for fame as far as Britons are
concerned as it was there that Byron died years ago. It is a remarkable fact that after all these
years Byron is still a character amongst educated Greeks and there is no doubt that he laid the
foundation of the sound and continuous friendship between the two countries which has
stood the test of wars and particularly this one in which a partly divided nation made some
show of resistance to the mighty war machine of the Germans which has overrun Europe
including France. It would have been a reasonable attitude for the Greeks to have permitted the
entry of German troops on condition the Italians were kept out. But no! They fought
mechanised Panzer divisions with a ri�e and a mule; they had little artillery, no mechanical
vehicles, not even cars; their small and heroic air force were killed to a man. Admiration for
their old friends, the British, in the way they had stood up to Germany decided the issue.

Some miles to the north on an atrocious country road west of the Pindus Mountains
we came to a lovely valley full of olive groves and a pleasant river; we pulled into a grove,
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pitched the tent, Tyson went egg hunting and that evening we had an excellent meal cooked by
Tyson and surrounded in the truck light by a dozen or more Greek children and a few goats.

Next day we reached Agrinio where an air�eld of sorts existed; my instructions for this
place were short and the following day we continued northwards through very pleasant
country till we reached a deep valley and found the road blocked and a diversion indicated.
Later we found that the main road was impassable through �oods. The diversion took us up a
winding road with acute hairpin bends to the top of the mountains; on the way up we passed a
long wagon convey of supplies going up to the front.

This diversion knocked our timetable sideways and we had to camp out on the
mountain that night; it was freezing cold too at that height. At the crack of dawn we were o�
and after hours of winding in and out of hills and wondering where we were, the road started
to descend into the coastal plain in which the town of Arta is situated. We stopped in the
marketplace of this very ancient town going back to pre-biblical days; the townsfolk in their
quaint garb made us very welcome; we decided to spend the night there and each of the lads
was taken o� to a household; I went along with a �erce looking fellow who spoke American; he
was one of the town elders; quite a pleasant but sparsely furnished house and what a wife he
had; she must have been in her thirties, rather short with a generous posterior enhanced by
billowing skirts and a vivacious way of swinging them. She fairly sparkled with pleasure and
made a great fuss. An excellent meal of goose and gallons of wine.

The bedroom allocated to me was just a partitioned portion of their own room, rather
an embarrassing position for a prudish Briton, but nothing to them and the man kept calling
out odd remarks in American about his wife. The bed was reasonably comfortable but full of
�eas; the next day I solemnly swore to the lads I would never sleep in a house again and they all
heartily agreed, though they thought the food amply compensated for the �eas.
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Chapter 3
Around Greece (II)

On the road in Greece, RFT, March 1941. Family archive

The following day we left Arta by crossing its thousand-year-old stone bridge and made for the
north up the valley in which �owed the river we had just crossed. Passing an inlet of the sea we
got a close up view of a hospital ship lying at anchor and evidently crowded with casualties. A
char-a-banc convoy was waiting at a quay evidently for disembarkation of wounded into the
local hospital. During the rest of that day it became more and more obvious that the battle
front was not very far ahead and we kept passing mule trains with supplies and soldiers going
north riding their small horses. Of motor tra�c there was very little, cars usually containing
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o�cers. The general unkempt appearance, lack of discipline and shocking equipment made
one wonder how the Greeks could possibly hold up the heavily mechanised and excellently
equipped Italians; the answer was of course morale and �ghting ability. These Greeks had been
accustomed to internal scrapping in the mountains for generations, while the Italians had only
had battle experience against defenceless blacks in Abyssinia and there used mustard gas.

Towards evening we approached nearer to the mountain mass which is the backbone of
Greece and climbing considerably to come in sight eventually of a magni�cent lake at the base
of sheet mountain. At the lakeside and invading an island was the town of Yamina, the
advanced base of the Greek forces. It is not large by our standards, something like one of our
county towns, Hereford or Ludlow or Shrewsbury, but it was naturally packed with troops and
their mules. Complete confusion appeared to reign though later I was assured that it had
always been like that. The 800-bed hospital was easy to see on the hillside just out of the town
with its red cross and lettering NOSOKOMEION. The solitary hotel was called the Metropole
and was the Greek army headquarters.

My unusual uniform (battle dress) caused me to be refused admission by sentries and
then as an afterthought he seized me and marched me into the Guard Room. I merely said
Inglisi and another o�cer was sent for who spoke excellent English and an excellent fellow, not
unlike the Naval Captain at Patras. He laughed heartily at the mistake of the o�cer of the
guard, who appeared abashed at mistaking me for a masquerading foreigner as no doubt I was.
This liaison o�cer was operating between the Greek HQ and the R.A.F. so he took me round
to the R.A.F. HQ and introduced me to the Wing Commander who o�ered me a bed in his
own commandeered house and the lads joined the R.A.F. boys in the town.

That evening I was introduced to the R.A.F. o�cers and fed after that in their mess.
Squ. Ldr Jones in command of a �ghter squadron and some dozen or so �ying men, one of9

whom was Flt. Lt. Pattle with a great reputation, 27 Ities at that time. The other fellows were10

known by nicknames mainly; they used to hare o� in a station wagon in a bunch at short
notice to the air�eld some three miles out. To my astonishment they were �ying Gladiators,
obsolete biplanes, at a time when the Battle of Britain had been decided months before by
Spit�res and Hurricanes. The Gladiators were comparatively slow but with marvellous
manoeuvrability which made them good machines for the solo �ghters like Pattle. The Italian
�ghters were Cant 42, very fast and in numbers simply blew our chaps out of the sky.

Despite the heavy odds, our fellows carried on, each patrol returning minus someone.
The original men were just whittled away in the mountains. They always reckoned to get four
or �ve Italians to a loss of one of our own. Pattle and the “Ape” were highly skilled �ghters11

and always fought together; one day the latter got his D.F.C. and next morning went o� as

11 Nigel Cullen, an Australian, nicknamed the Ape because of his physical bulk.

10 Marmaduke Thomas St John Pattle, DFC & Bar, who was killed on 20 April 1941, known as Pat
Pattle, was a South African-born �ghter pilot and �ying ace.

9 No. 33 Squadron.
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usual and they had a highly successful attack on a group of enemy bombers crossing the
Adriatic. Practically out of ammunition, they were returning and by ill luck they ran into a
pack of Italian Cants; it was a case of evasive action and every man for himself. Pattle saw the
"Ape" enter a cloud and he was never seen again.

The loss of the "Ape" saddened the mess as he was very popular and Pattle departed on
a lone �ight the next day and returned with a victory roll after getting two more and much
happier. One day six lads were missing from the mess as they had �own to Elefsis near Athens
to pick up Hurricanes. Great was the excitement when they arrived back at Yannina; the very
next day a �ight went out and made a record bag of �fteen Italians without loss. As a result the
Italian �ghters were out of the skies for a fortnight until they got over their latest Machi, more
of a match to the Hurricanes than the older Cant. Many were the tales I overheard within a few
weeks, su�cient to show the extraordinary calibre and �ghting ability of these young lads.

[Further reflections on Pattle followed two years later. On 18 May 1943, in a letter to his
wife Betty, Ralph wrote: “Signed with Their Honour, a novel by James Aldridge, is worth
reading if you can get it. It is about the RAF chaps who fought in Greece and is descriptive of
the places I worked in. It is dedicated to Hickey and Pattle, both of whom I messed with for
some weeks. Pattle I told you about at the time and both died over Athens in a forlorn last
�ght. They were magni�cent men and I can see Pattle now the last time I saw him on Larissa
air�eld. He had just come in from a patrol and I gave him a lift across to the Mess and we had a
drink before lunch. He was rather a serious type and said that things were tough and that “they
were too many for us” and it was all up. A week later he went o� over Athens alone into a
dozen Messcherschmidts. I have often thought he knew he would never get out of Greece. His
toll of planes was in the thirties, mainly because he was a �rst-class marksman. It is surprising
that more was not heard of him as he was just as much a character in M. East as Malan ever was
in England. Today there are so many airmen that the chance of personal distinction in combat
is slight. Today they �ght in groups and not as individuals.”]

The district was highly malarious in the summer months because of the low-lying lands
at the edge of the lake; some �fty per cent of local children had evidence of malaria and the
local health department had their own malariologist who was most helpful. I did a very
considerable amount of hill climbing and walked miles in covering this important survey. I met
all types of civilians and army o�cers, visited the hospital which was packed with surgical cases,
a large proportion being gangrene of the leg due to frost bite. The surgeons were far from
conservative in their methods, amputation being the rule. The theatre and wards did not
impress one with e�cient methods of nursing, nor cleanliness due probably to inevitable
confusion in an advanced hospital with poor communications to the rear and better equipped
hospitals in Athens. To reach Athens, the long journey to Messolonghi or shorter one to
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Previza and thence by ship via the Corinth canal was necessary; there were no railways west of
the Pindus.

We were in Yannina about a fortnight when I received orders to proceed to Paramythia,
which was further to the west deep in the mountains of the frontier and the farthest point to
which the Italians had penetrated, only to be thrown back rapidly some forty miles. Strangely
enough, the road was good though it climbed passes innumerable and seemed to wind so much
that we could not tell what point of the compass we were following. The Fordson never
hesitated or let us down in the least and I became expert at driving it to relieve Phelps, who,
being young, tired easily in the mountain air. This road was a military frontier one and all
bridges leading away from it in the direction of the frontier had been blown up. Peasants in
their villages were carrying on as usual and had little knowledge of the war going on a short
distance away. I don’t think they were interested, being more Turk than Greek and in an area
which has changed hands half a dozen times in twenty years.

A day’s steady going and we reached Paramythia, a village in a valley, narrow between
mountains and leading to the sea. In this valley was our bomber aerodrome with Squadron
Leader Finlayson in command; he is the son of General Sir [Robert] Gordon-Finlayson,
Quartermaster General of the forces. Young Finlayson was a giant of a man, a regular with
extensive experience and his planes were Blenheims.

Down one side of the narrow and deep valley ran a river which was the ancient
boundary of Greece and known to be the Styx of the Greek legends and hence the name
Paramythia, the valley of death. The place generally conveyed that impression with its sombre
overpowering mountains. There were a dozen or more streams tumbling down the
mountainside and slopes with plenty of trees and bush growth. In this excellent cover were
scattered the tents of the R.A.F. personnel. General accommodation was at its crudest, the
food like the beer was all tinned. As Finlayson said, “We live rough here because we are
�ghting”.

True enough but far from necessary; one of the faults of the RAF is a poorly o�cered
ground sta�, such as Camp Commandant; these o�cers shine in the re�ected glory of the men
with wings up and are hopelessly incompetent and are mainly responsible for the lack of
discipline in the other ranks. Camp kitchens can be kept clean, mess tables can be scrubbed,
latrines can be sited at a distance from food, all very simple but neglect it and the answer is what
the natives in W. Africa call Belly Palaver, Gyppie tummy in the M.East or just dysentery. That
pilots should return from harassing and dangerous bombing �ights over the Albanian
mountains to such rotten mess conditions infuriated me and I told the M.O. what I thought of
him and reported it back to Athens. The following week the P.M.O. in person �ew up and
soon tickled things up.

That the ground conditions should have little obvious e�ect on the �ying personnel
showed the stu� they were made of. I shared a tent with a Greek liaison o�cer, a pleasant rather
quiet man for a Greek. Shortly after sun up, one or two shots from Brownings on the air�eld
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warned crews their planes were ready to take o� and down the slope from the trees could then
be seen fellows running and putting on �ying kit as they went. Within twenty minutes the
squadron would be away climbing steadily into the face of apparent impenetrable mountain.
Round about nine or so, back they would come in the same formation as they set out and
rarely did they leave one behind; their �ghter escort from Yammina had met them over the
mountains.

Three or four times a day the same men would carry out these bombing raids on the
Italians in the valleys of Albania. Those were the days when there were no accurate bomb
sights and all the other aids to operational bombing. What happened was merely a case of
follow my leader, in this case invariably Finlayson; by signal he warned that the objective was
close and then following pilots in the formation let their bombs go as soon as they saw
Finlayson's leave his plane. In other words Finlayson was the king-pin of the tactical bombing
squadron in those early days on the frontier – our total help to the Greeks against the Italians.
The latter never attempted to bomb Paramythia aerodrome and later the Germans came along
and plastered the place the day after it had been evacuated by our forces.

Those were worrying days for thinking men on the aerodrome; the �yers could always
get away by air but the ground sta�, anti-aircraft defence and so forth knew they were in a
cul-de-sac with their only means of get-away by road over the mountains to Yammina and then
south to cross the Gulf of Corinth and back to Athens along the same road I had followed. I
remember one young o�cer of the AA asking me what the route was like and after a
description he did not think it possible to get his guns safely back. In e�ect, what actually
happened was that orders for evacuation were early enough to enable all to get back to
Yammina and on the road to the south before the extremely rapid German light armoured
forces crossed the Pindus mountains from the east over a high pass to capture Yammina
without opposition and cut o� the Greek armies in Albania from their base; the result was
surrender. Within a few days these same German forces charged south through Arta to the
Gulf of Corinth and were across and in Patras while the chaps from Paramythia had abandoned
all equipment and guns and dodged the Jerries by the di�cult hilly route to Athens along the
north coast of the Gulf. I believe they got in just ahead of the German drive down the east
coast so that they got their chance in the general evacuation, though no doubt many were lost
by the wayside.

There were, though, many amusing times at Paramythia; the Greek liaison o�cer came
in for a deal of ragging. I remember one Sunday afternoon when the planes were away on an
operational �ight, an order was received that a plane should be sent to hunt and deal with a
submarine somewhere in the Adriatic o� Corfu. Great fun and excitement between the few o�
duty as there was one plane available. The Greek suddenly had a brainwave and said "What if it
is a Greek submarine?" The young o�cer detailed to go replied "He did not care whose
apostrophied sub it was, he was going to get it" and o� he went; the Greek, not knowing much
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about �ying, was in a great state of agitation, which as may be imagined was not alleviated by
further remarks.

Half an hour later a message came through calling the chase o� as it had been identi�ed
as a Greek sub; unknown to the Greek our plane was recalled by radio and on his return he
assured the unfortunate Greek that he had found the sub. and bombed it but missed by miles.
It was only during the evacuation that the whole story was told him; shortly after he was
captured by the Germans.

We stayed in Paramythia about a fortnight during which the lads enjoyed themselves
immensely and did quite a bit of mountain climbing and making friends with the peasants in
their cottages on the craggy hills, high above the malarious valley. Bathing in the mountain
torrents and whacking appetites made them �t as �ddles.

On returning to Yannina, orders were to proceed to Larissa, a town in Thessaly, the
district of the coastal plain to the east of the Pindus mountains and washed by the waters of the
Aegean. This proved to be a very di�cult journey along the only road over the Pindus
mountains �t for motor tra�c. Yannina lake is high enough above sea level but the road
immediately commenced climbing along the mountain which fell sheer into the lake. We were
soon high above it and a most magni�cent view of the lake valley and snow-clad mountains to
the south and west. The road wound round in every possible direction, descending ravines and
climbing again for �ve hours until the snow line was reached.

During all this the Fordson purred on like a limousine and never faltered. Through the
snow line the road had been cleared with banks of snow in places twenty feet in depth; the road
parties were all women. Just o� the snow line on the other side was the small town of Metsovo,
a large village really; built of stone quarried from the mountains, a cold and austere looking
place, the ideally situated mountain refuge miles from bygone Turkish taskmasters. The road
down the mountain on the eastern side was just as tricky, but passed through a populated
countryside with numerous villages in comparison to the western side which had none between
Yannina and Metsovo.

The most interesting of these places is called Kalabaka; there is the most extraordinary
geological phenomena of hill formation. Great rock masses rise straight up from the valley to
several hundred feet above and further they are separated one from another and the number I
cannot remember. On the top are monasteries occupied by Trappist monks, dating back to the
Middle Ages. The means of access is by large wicker baskets hauled up the most precipitous
parts by ropes. Rules are rigid and visitors few. The story goes that a woman got herself hauled
up in man's clothing and was not seen again for many years; it was thought that she had been
thrown down, but eventually she was sent out plus her ten children.

Tyson managed to buy two dozen eggs for about a shilling and later we had a grand
tuck in. Before stopping for the night we passed through Trikkala, a fair-sized town which
eventually became an important German objective, into the valley of the Pineos river on which
we knew Larissa stood. We camped the night with some shepherd boys and gave them the best
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meal they had for weeks and though we could not understand each other, one wanted to give
us what to him would be a most valued sheepskin mantle with hood for the head; they are
grand for the biting cold of these hillsides, but they smell and how and are usually louse-ridden.

Next morning we moved on and very soon sighted the town of Larissa in the distance
and away to the north of it towered the Seat of the Gods of ancient Greece, Olympus. Some
eight miles from Larissa after crossing a rise in the road we were astonished to see on the side of
a slope a cluster of tentage, obviously military, with a Red Cross �ag �ying. All the way from
Yannina we saw only one wagon convoy of Greek troops up in the mountains, so we thought
this was a Greek �eld hospital and were passing on when Phelps spotted the battle-dress of one
of the orderlies, undoubtedly British. In we went to �nd this to be our �rst indication that the
British Army had arrived in Greece and advance units were already up past Olympus. Who
should this unit be but our old friends the 189 Field Ambulance up in the vanguard from
Athens; there we decided to stay and renew friendships with the o�cers from the hotel
Melathron in Athens.

It became obvious that we had arrived early in the campaign as New Zealanders and
Australians were pouring through Larissa to the north, and the town became the advanced base
of operations. The town already had a battered, battle-scarred appearance of damaged
buildings due to a severe earthquake about a month previously; a considerable number of
people had been killed and the townsfolk were just recovering from the shock when they were
invaded by British troops, only to be succeeded in a short space of time by a pasting from
German planes and lastly German occupation.

To revert to the 189 F. Ambulance, they were running a Camp Reception Hospital
with Major Kinmont as OC and Capt. Donald and Rumsey as MOs; in addition a surgical
team turned up from the base hospital, Athens, with a surgeon and anaesthetist, names I
cannot remember, now POW. The whole show was purely temporary tentage with
half-a-dozen sisters and well away from the town or other units. It was situated on a slope
between two undulations and overlooking the Pineos river valley, the north of which was
bounded by hills and over all towered Olympus. The weather was glorious with warm days and
cold nights and coming out of a tent just after dawn and looking across a misty valley was a
glorious sight and it took little imagination to realise why the ancient Greeks looked upon
Olympus as the seat of the gods, as it appeared as a mountainous cone capped by snow and
apparently suspended in the heavens as all below was cloud and mist.

Kinmont very kindly agreed to have us stay and the men joined his and we were all
happy; work lay in association with the Greek military air�eld occupied by the RAF and lying
in the valley on the far side of Larissa from our camp. The MOH of Larissa was quite helpful
and I soon found that this valley was in season a veritable hot-bed of malignant malaria.
Obviously this valley as an advanced base would need the attentions of the laboratory, which I
discovered had arrived in Athens and opened up at the orphanage I have previously referred to.
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My instructions were to complete the air�elds survey and having completed Larissa
rapidly, and travelled eastward along the vale of Pineos to the port of Valos, where I looked for
and found a suitably healthy site for a general hospital overlooking the sea and a convenient
beach. Valos is a quaint, dirty little town, densely built on hill slopes, very malarious and not
unlike Mousehole on a bigger scale. It had a quay and was used as a port of entry for our forces
of men and equipment and stores.

Continuing southward across a range of hills in thickly populated country we came to a
plain in which two air�elds were situated. The �rst, Neo Ankhialos, was in process of being
built by the Greek Government and did not concern me much, though we camped on the
hillside for two nights and gave it the onceover; twenty miles further was Almiros, a big bomber
drome already in use by us. The RAF here were too busy to be helpful so we pitched camp
alongside a river some distance from the air�eld and got on with the job. Obviously it was an
important place and fortunately proved to be fairly healthy by comparison to others. The
peasantry round about were vastly excited and intrigued with the apparent might of our Air
Force and what we would do to the Germans; I wonder what those people think now!

Many kindnesses were shown my lads in the days at Almiros and we had a great time on
the job trying to map the place accurately, being a �at plain and wondered what on earth could
possibly be done with an extensive coastal swamp, which later in the year would be a seething
mass of malaria mosquitoes. All the time planes were coming and going from Egypt and
Athens and up to Salonika and across to Albania on reconnaissance. While we were there the
Germans invaded Yugoslavia and we knew the balloon had gone up. From then on we had to
keep our eyes skinned and the boys took it in shifts to watch for aircraft whenever we were on
the roads in the truck. This air�eld proved to be the last of our tour and after ten days we left
for the south to travel through the most beautiful part of Greece, probably some of the most
beautiful countryside anywhere in the springtime.

The road crossed a range of hills and came down into the town of Stylos, Greek naval
base but with no sign of the Greek navy. Then it turned west along an estuary to the vale of
Lamia, a deep valley between mountain ranges, widening to a plain further inland and turning
north continued as a plain to Trikkala. Down this plain later came German armour but too late
to cut up our forces. The southern edge of the plain nearer the sea was bounded by a steep
mountain range of several thousand feet and there were two ways over, the famed pass of
Thermopylae near the coast and twelve miles inland the pass of B-------up which went the main
road south and through a deep cut in the mountain ran the main railway line from Athens to
Berlin. On the main road on the slopes of the northern hills was the town of Lamia, a
bottleneck through which everything had to pass north and south. It was completely destroyed
later.

The sturdy Fordson made light work of the severe climb out of the vale of Lamia and at
a hairpin bend very near the crest we stopped to cool the engine and admire the beautiful view;
this bend was walled and necessary it was as there was a sheer drop of hundreds of feet; the
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height was comparable to the edge of Table Mountain looking down on Kaapstad. Like a piece
of white tape stretched the road across the valley to the smudge on the hillside ten miles away
which was Lamia. The Germans later found it impossible to bomb this road winding upwards
and so concentrated all their e�orts and fury on poor Lamia.

As we wound our way at a much easier gradient towards Levadia in the valley at the
foot of Parnassus, we came to a turn o� to the right which dropped down into a valley and
climbed into the spur of the Pindus mountains north west of Parnassus. It was decided to
camp by the river in the valley overnight and return to the main road next day for the south.
Reference to a map showed that this turno� road wound through the mountains to Amphissa
and so to the Gulf of Corinth at Ita. A branch from Amphissa passed through Delphi to join
the main south road between Levadia and Thebes. The decision to take this route away from
all army tra�c was obvious, particularly as Amphissa dated back to the days of the ancients and
lay in the most beautiful valley in all Greece except the vale of Arcady in the Peloponessus;
further the boys all knew of the Delphi Oracle, which was also on this route.

A few hours motoring the following morning, a Sunday, brought us through the
mountains to Amphissia. The town was packed with people, thronging the streets for some
Greek army celebration; we came in for our share of cheering, young people rushed round the
truck, girls threw �owers at us and even old men in their quaint baggy trousers shouted. This
valley was just one huge olive grove with a small hill crowned by an old Venetian castle and the
town gathered round the foot. We had great jolli�cation at a cafe on the village green, so to
speak; wine �owed and we all ate anything put in front of us. The proprietor, just like any
Greek in his little shop in Johannesburg, �atly refused any payment. Two hours we stayed and
then moved on up the mountain now to the south of Parnassus. Three hours steady climbing
away from the vale of olive trees brought us to the village of Delphi; there were very few people
about and passing the crest and descending the other side we suddenly found ourselves among
the partially restored ruins of the Delphi oracle. No one was about and, as there was water in
abundance near by what proved to be the Well of Life, we there and then sat down for the
night.

The ruins of the oracle consist of a small village clustered around a Grecian
amphitheatre cleared and partially restored and all situated on the hill slope far above the
depths of the valley below. On the crest of the hill was a stadium in perfect condition and
looking as if it had been erected in the latter half of the last century, instead of before the time
of Christ. The lads did the 440 yds round the stadium while I sat in the royal box. We put in
two nights on this hillside and thoroughly explored the ruins but I am afraid the details have
been forgotten; one thing I do remember and that was a shower of rain in the middle of one
night coming down and soaking my camp bed and blankets.

Another day’s hard motoring and we reached the hills between Thebes and Athens to
camp for the night, again a wet one. The reason why we did not push on was our �rst
experience of warfare, an air raid by the enemy on the air�eld at Eleusis, which had to be passed
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on route. The bombing and gun�re ceased after sunset. Passing by the following morning
damage was obvious, including a large hanger burnt out and smouldering.

By mid-day we were back at the orphanage to be received by Col. Macdonald, Bertram
and the rest of the unit. Many were the yarns told by the lads that night of their tour round
Greece in several weeks, a journey to them impossible under peace conditions. Each of us was
perfectly �t, gained in weight and improved very considerably in knowledge and broad grasp of
the general malaria situation in Greece.
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Chapter 4
Prelude to Disaster

Malaria Field Lab on the road, Greece, March/April 1941. Family archive.

On returning to Athens after the survey tour round Greece we found the remainder of the unit
based at the orphanage and living there. Part of the base lab equipment had been opened up
and Bertram had already commenced surveys of the two new air�elds within range of Athens.
Macdonald was concerned mainly with Army Headquarters, getting the low-down on the12

probable course of the campaign and �tting things in with Deputy Director Medical Services

12 Lieutenant Colonel George Macdonald – ‘Mac’ – a distinguished malariologist, was a longtime friend and
important colleague of RFT. Post-war, he was appointed Director of the Ross Institute, in turn appointing RFT
Assistant and later Deputy Director.
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(DDMS), the senior medical o�cer with the force. Sgt. Smith (ex-London School of Tropical
Medicine) had charge of the lab itself.

It became obvious at once that Larissa would be the advanced base, with a long line of
communication (l of c) by road and rail from Athens; the road and rail were near each other all
the way. A subsidiary l of c was by sea up the east coast to the Port of Velos, some twenty-�ve
miles south-east of Larissa and connected by a narrow gauge toy railway; the intervening road
was not capable of carrying heavy motor tra�c and was noted for its bogs in the rainy season.
The time of year is now about the beginning of April; the mosquitoes commence breeding in
May and in June the �rst cases of malaria occur with a peak of incidence in August-September
and a smaller peak in November sometimes. Obviously therefore we, as an advisory unit, were
in well ahead of time, so that the country could be surveyed, camp sites and hospital sites etc
could be selected in healthy and less malarious places and so forth.

Macdonald and I set o� in a car and truck after a few days in Athens on a
reconnaissance of the already crowded road to the north. At Lamia, Mac turned right to survey
the road through Stylos, a naval port, to Volos to place hospitals. I continued direct north to
Larissa to establish a forward laboratory and carry out a survey of the vale of the Pineos river
and its neighbouring hills, noted for its intense degree of malaria in the autumn. Macdonald
returned to Athens.

It is as well to give some idea of the road from Athens to Larissa as it was at this time,
and much more so later, a vitally important artery of supply. Leaving Athens the road passes
west along the Bay of Salamis to the village of Eleusis – outside was an important air�eld.
Here, it turned north and began a steady climb into the hills probably �ve to seven thousand
feet; from the cultivated coastal plain with its olive groves to craggy boulder-strewn hillside
dotted here and there with small stone cottages housing the inevitable shepherds. Descending
the other side more steeply, the road enters the ancient town of Thebes situated on the hillside
above the malarious plane below.

Thebes is not a town by our standards, mainly a ribbon development of the distant past
of incredibly dull, ugly and dirty-looking shops down the main street which had a most
awkward right angle bend in the middle, a factor of some importance later in the campaign.
Leaving this old place with its frowsty townsfolk and donkeys, the road continues down the hill
onto the plane of Levadia which is about the same height above sea level as Athens. Continuing
north along the plain with its wheat�elds, the terri�cally impressive spur of the Pindus
Mountains, known today and in the mythology of Greece as Parnassus, almost overhangs this
plain on the west; to the east a low range of hills separated the plain from a narrow channel of
the Aegean, on the other of which was the isle of Euboea. On the mainland on this channel are
situated the towns of Atlantis and Chalkis, both of which �gured in the subsequent campaign.

After Levadia the plain gradually rises and narrows to a crest and the road continues to
wind and climb through the pass of Bremeros till it descends suddenly and with numerous
hairpin bends down to sea level in the vale of Lamia. Driving a truck in daylight through the
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mountains on the narrow and tortuous road was often hair-raising as on corners of the
mountainside there would be sheer drops of hundreds of feet into the deep ravine-like valley
along which the main railroad wound like a snake, to emerge eventually by a long tunnel into
the Lamia valley.

Across the ten miles of valley, the road ran dead straight and was a speed track. To the
east was an inlet of the Aegean and to the west the valley continued bounded on the south by
high mountains and on the north by the lower Othrys range. Some ten miles west of Lamia the
valley turned north and widened out into the plain of Thessaly, still with the Pindus mountains
to the west and with the town of Trikkala and village of Ralabaka in the plain on the same
latitude as Larissa. The north road passes through Lamia and is only a few feet wide and later a
hopeless bottleneck; the town, like Thebes, is above the plain on the hillside with steep streets.
The road continues to wind and climb to the crest of the Orthrys Mountains and then on a
fairly healthy plateau for some miles through odd villages to the large one of Dornokos.

Once again down it goes into the plain of Pharsala to the small town of the same name
and here I realise I have made a mistake; it is this plain which to the west and north reaches
Trikkala with a road down the centre connecting with the main road to the south; the Lamia is
a blind one. The importance of the bottleneck of the Orthrys Mts. terminating in Lamia was
due to our forces in retreat from Trikkala having to converge onto the road already occupied by
forces retreating south down the main road from Larissa. North of the plain of Pharsala the
road rises to a low uneven plateau �t only for shepherds and after some miles shades down
again gradually into Larissa, again lying in a plain several miles wide and traversed by the
winding Pineos river.

By pushing it, the journey from Athens to Larissa could be done in a day from 9am to
5pm. In this way the lads (same crowd) and myself reached Larissa and went at once to
Kinmont's camp of the 189 Field Ambulance where we had a cordial reception. Tentage all
along the low hillside to the south of the valley had sprung up rapidly and there must have been
several thousand men of supply services in this area. Away across the valley the road could be
seen disappearing into the hillside �anking the plain and in the background toward the 10,000
feet of Olympus rising to a narrow �at top in the heavens, the seat of the gods.

This advanced base now constituted, in army parlance, a base sub-area with a Brigadier
as Area Commander, an Assistant Director Medical Services (ADMS) one Col. Alexander.
This old regular, aged 55 at least, was the last man who should have been sent from Egypt to
manage the medical services up forward; his imagination was nil, he was incapable of
consecutive thought, he could not answer a question and needless to say had no conception of
preventative or clinical medicine; he gave the impression of having recovered from a mild
apoplexy, which left a gap in his mind, which he found di�culty in bridging with any speed.
What was worse, he would not accept advice. King Alexander he was dubbed and he insisted
on living at the 189, much to the disgust of the rest of us.
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With him he had as Deputy Assistant Director Hygiene (DADH) one Major Traill
who joined the army the same time as myself and whom I got to know at Milbank. He had
su�ered a car accident in Egypt with a laceration of his cheek, which had left part of his face
immovable and partially anaesthetic. He was only 25 and we got on well. Major Kennet, the
OC of 189, was always in a better frame of mind when the old boy was away contacting his
forward units.

By this time the Australians and New Zealanders, some three divisions, perhaps 20,000
men, had passed through Larissa and taken positions in the north on a mountain ridge with
Olympus dropping into the sea at the eastern end. The New Zealanders were on the right at
the coast at a place called Katerini and from there into the mountains with Olympus at their
backs. Katerini was reached by road, the main north road, from Larissa winding through very
narrow and easily defended de�les at the foot of Olympus.

Some miles north of Larissa in the hills the main road forked at a place called Elasson,
the western going up the centre of Greece through Servia to Florina and thence up the
Monastir gap into Yugoslavia; the eastern went to Katerini and thence over the Macedonian
plain to Salonika. The Australians had taken the left fork and spread out along the mountain
ridge overlooking the Macedonian valley in which was Florina; they were therefore in the
centre, and closing the gap left on the west to the mountain backbone running north was a
Greek army.

Operating in the Macedonian plain was a British Armoured Brigade and with them was
the Field Hygiene Section which I had commanded on Salisbury Plain at Tidworth, the self
same lads under a Yorkshire CO called Moore – eh, by gum he was right Yorkshire, he was,
came from Udder�eld. Such was roughly the disposition of our forces swung in an arc across
the prongs of a Y, the strokes of the letter representing the road communications, with Larissa
just below the junction and the downstroke meandering some 150 miles through treacherous
mountains to Athens.

Meanwhile I was getting on with my job in the Larissa plain, simpli�ed fortunately by
existing large-scale draining measures carried out by the Greek Government pre-war on the
recommendations of the Rockefeller Institute. One day I was over at the air�eld and at the
mess found Pattle, now Squadron Leader of a Hurricane Squadron; he had just returned from
attacking the Jerries miles to the north and was pretty well all in. The outlook in the air was far
from promising, hordes of Messerschmitts all over the north, and it was obvious Pattle realised
it was just a matter of time before his squadron was overwhelmed. Already the Larissa air�eld
had been bombed and a good deal of damage done with casualties to ground sta�.

Some days later I set o� from Larissa north to Elasson to check the situation around the
advanced headquarters; the MO there was one Carmichael whom I had met in Egypt, a jovial
sort of chap I last saw the day before I escaped from the POW camp in Crete; he gave me all the
Greek money he had and wished me luck.
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From there I went on through the pass at the foot of Olympus to the sea at Katerini.
Some days were spent there with Col. Kenrick of the New Zealand Medical Corps and I went
into the mountains to the forward line stretching for miles overlooking the plains which the
Germans were in�ltrating. The line was very sparsely held and it was quite obvious the
Germans must concentrate their attacks down the roads in the valleys, which would in turn
enable a concentration of our available forces to defend key points.

In the hill villages the Greek peasantry were very friendly but ignorant and unable to
understand why all this hubbub of war was going on their quiet hillsides. After a day or two I
returned to the road fork at Elasson and turned up the other fork to the north-west; eventually
I found the Headquarters of the senior Australian MO, a Brigadier Johnson; the situation was
discussed and the conclusion was the Jerries would be on that area in a matter of hours and he
told me to get back to the Casualty Clearing Station (CCS) at Elasson; there I went and for a
day or two I enjoyed the conviviality of the Australian mess, which was mixed MOs and sisters.

While there the Jerries plastered the forward area and the road junction at Elasson,
leaving the Red Cross alone. That day the sisters were evacuated to Athens. The
afore-mentioned medical Brigadier was on the correct side of a stone wall which, though
blasted and collapsing, undoubtedly saved his life from bomb burst. German planes on
reconnaissance became more and more frequent in 48 hours, so I beat it for Larissa. The CCS
packed that night and got away down to Levadia well beyond Thermopylae before they
reopened on orders, a sure sign of expectations. I was to meet them again and live in their mess
in Beyrouth in Syria in January 1942.
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Chapter 5
Germany Invades Greece

On my return to Larissa, King Alexander agreed my unit should revert to base in Athens and
await orders; on route I was to call at Pharsala where a New Zealand General Hospital was
sited, with orders for the evacuation of nursing sta�. On reaching this hospital, beautifully
situated in a cleft in the hills, I found they were all opened up but never a patient. They had
seen nothing of the enemy in the skies.

The next day I reached Athens and found Macdonald quite oblivious of what was
going on up north. The city seethed with rumours of all kinds and the main issue a�ecting the
British was the possibility of revolt of the police, a semi-military body. Metaxas had died and
the political situation was in the balance as to whether resistance should cease and free passage
be given to the Germans.

After 48 hours I received orders to return to Larissa but to survey a hospital site at
Domokos on the way. This sounded very cheering and once again my little party set o� for the
north. Domokos was just north of Lamia on the hills overlooking the plain to Trikkala.
Half-a-day’s hard hill climbing and investigation found the best available place for a hospital, so
we camped there the night. A quarter of a mile away at the hill foot was the main road with
intermittent convoys of Greek soldiery with their mules and transport wagons moving south.

The following morning we moved on and some miles to the north the big village of
Pharsala was full of Greek soldiery and mules all looking very disorganised. Some British
transport was also in evidence. It did not occur to me that there was anything out of the usual
and we continued north over the hills and approached Larissa round about half past four with
only occasional motor transport but all moving south.

Six or seven miles from Larissa I sighted a �ock of planes probably thirty or so, also
moving south. They were somewhat to the west at about 1500 feet heading south and
evidently ours returning from a bombing expedition, which cheered us considerably. But I was
wrong for as we carried on down the �at ribbon road on the plain these planes swung in a half
circle towards the road and when they got nearer I realised they were German from their
appearance, so we stopped abruptly on this treeless plain and dived for what cover there was
some �fty yards from the road, feeling very naked and obvious.

This was the �rst lesson to the lads, namely that the enemy bomb only the objective
ordered, which in this case was Larissa. They passed right overhead at a 1000 feet and looked
like great black vultures, keeping perfect formation and moving directly north now down the
road. Just after they passed we noticed the �ash of silver �sh at a great height, the escorting
�ghters. We had a grandstand view of that bombing, the �rst any of us had experienced on this
scale. As soon as they had �nished circling and unloaded all they had, we carried on to Larissa
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and were astonished to �nd little evidence of damage though there was a great pall of dust
overhead. Later, we heard the bombing had been concentrated on the railway station and the
road entering from the north.

Several bomb craters in the road were negotiated and we left the town on the western
road to the camp of the 189 F. Ambulance. Larissa itself was deserted, the townsfolk having
�ed in all directions to the countryside and the mountains. At the 189, Kinmont was
astonished to see us as Area Headquarters had left two days before and Kinmont had orders to
stay to take in wounded, and if necessary be taken POW. Over a cup of tea the position was
discussed and the conclusion was that the Germans had occupied Elasson, which was at the
road fork to the north, and had got round Olympus by coming through a rail tunnel near the
coast and by landing paratroops there also.

A rearguard action was in process of being fought in the hills to the north of Larissa
and streams of motor transport could be seen coming down the road towards the town at this,
the safe time of the day for road travel near dusk, safe from air attack. The rapid retreat from
strong defensive positions described earlier in the Olympus-Servia area was due to a turning of
the left �ank next to the Pindus mountains through collapse and surrender of a Greek army;
the German Panzer units tore through this gap down a poor road thought to be unsuitable for
Panzer units. This road led to Trikkala and thence to Larissa or Pharsala, so cutting o� the line
of retreat.

Fortunately for us at Trikkala the Germans hesitated for many hours, then split their
force; the one half coming down to Larissa too late to intercept our main forces. The other half
crossed the Pindus Mountains by the road I have previously described, took Yannina, the main
base of the Albanian Greek armies, and carried on eventually to the Gulf of Corinth and Patras.
By this movement the Germans thought to take all the Greek and British forces in the rear.
They succeeded with the Greeks but not with the British.

At the time of Kinmont and co's discussion, the Germans were approaching Trikkala
and a �eld ambulance was haring pell mell ahead of them and got clean away via Pharsala
during the German delay. An MO of this FA brought the news to Kinmont along with some
wounded a couple of hours earlier to our discussion and had carried on himself to the south.
Kinmont was in two minds whether to remain or not and, as he had only a few wounded, I
pushed him to beat it with his wounded by ambulance while the going was good. There was no
one to get orders from as all communications to the south and Athens were disrupted. Anyway
at 6.30 pm I left with my lads and later when at the port of embarkation Kinmont told me he
left the following morning, travelling under the Red Cross and only a few hours before the
Germans arrived in Larissa.

At this stage in the story one might refer to some of the thousand and one things that
happened round this area. New Zealanders were caught in a trap by parachutists and fought
their way out north of Larissa, found the road in German hands and made for the port of Volos
across country; some got caught, others pushed on from Volos in the absence of shipping and
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reached Thermopylae. Two train loads of wounded in Larissa were abandoned by the Greek
drivers. With help for stoking, the MOs drove those trains to Larnia where other drivers took
over, Royal Engineers, I think; they all reached the base hospital at Athens. The main bulk of
the forces got well away overnight and on three successive nights as far as Larnia, crossed the
valley and held the passes of Bremeros and Thermopylae.

It was on the �rst of these nights and fortunately early that we were back on the road
south with other fast-moving tra�c in an endless double line. Driving was a nightmare due to
road obstructions caused by bombed vehicles and road craters. Greek mechanical transport was
mixed in it and the drivers were extremely windy and at any rumour or scare of bombers would
stop in the road and run into the hillside. British orders were no lights except red rear but the
Greeks kept switching theirs on. Altogether very trying!

We got through Pharsala all right but from then on stoppages were frequent and the
journey became a series of �ts and starts; without realising it, transport had been pulling o� the
road ahead of us so that in reality we kept getting nearer the thinner end of the column.
Outside Larnia, though, there was a prolonged halt due mainly to the narrow town entrance
being jammed with Greek transport, principally of the char-a-banc type. The Australian
Military Police did a magni�cent job in tra�c regulation in this town which in the ensuing day
or two was bombed relentlessly. This particular night, by dint of typical "Digger" activity, they
bullied, fought, forced and in many instances personally drove the Greek transport o� the main
road, ditched it, did anything with it to free the way for the retreating British forces.

We managed to get into the town and near the square a "Digger" jumped on beside me
and, �nding we were a medical unit, shot us down side alleys with full lights past a big jam, in
other words on to the south road which was fairly clear. His parting remark was “beat it like
hell and don't stop till Athens is in easy range”. Later I heard that these fellows were the last to
leave Larnia, moving out when all our forces were on Bremeros and Thermopylae and leaving
the south end as the Jerry advance guard came in the north, about 3/4 mile between.

Leaving Larnia round one in the morning we cleared the ten miles across the valley in
twenty minutes, passing a party of Royal Engineers preparing the demolition charges on the
river bridge. The climb up the Bremeros pass in the pitch dark following an elusive red tail light
in front was a nightmare and a great strain on Phelps, the truck driver. Halfway up I realised he
was dozing at the wheel; and doing that sort of thing with a terri�c drop on one side of the
road. We stopped and put him in the back, where he promptly went to sleep. I took the wheel
and Hadaway came up in front with me. Meanwhile we were being cursed wholesale by people
way behind for holding up the procession.

It was fortunate that I had learnt to drive this truck; after reaching the top we found
vehicles parked o� the road continuously for several miles, obviously due to the fellows being
tired out. To our relief we found ourselves almost alone bowling merrily along in the perfect
night. Round about 3 am we passed a N. Zealand Field Hygiene Section last seen at Katerini,
now parked by the roadside and recognisable in the dark by its ash disinfector. A bit further on
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we stopped to have a stretch, a bite of food and give the engine a rest and check the condition
of oil etc. Phelps slept on. All through this gruelling business of gear changing for hours,
revving up, overheating, sti� hills, the Ford engine never faltered or gave any indication of
trouble.

We had stopped in the wide valley below Parnassus and after the noise of incessant
motoring the dead silence of this pitch black night calmed all of us and war seemed very far
away. In a wood nearby nightingales began to sing and in the still air the beautiful notes had an
almost heavenly touch to them; it was the �rst time I had ever heard the nightingale and never
shall I forget that night and the impression it created on the lads; they were spell-bound. Tyson
said: “Gawd, that's a bit of orl rite, that is; much be-er than the old BBC.” The ever satirical
Ince interrupted: “Yes – and the Jerries will be hearing them next week.”

We set o� again in twenty minutes and soon swung through Levadia on the straight
road to Thebes; very little tra�c and never any evidence of planes. I intended clearing Thebes
and the mountains beyond and reaching the coastal plain on the other side before stopping. I
was pretty tired myself but made our objective as dawn was breaking. At an olive grove we
pulled o� the road, knowing Athens to be only another �fteen miles. I went to the trouble of
getting my camp bed out and was soon fast asleep; the lads needed no encouragement to do
likewise.

Round 8 o'clock I woke to the shudder and noise of bombing, a morning attack on the
Eelsia aerodrome just ahead a mile or so. We decided to move on and after half-a-mile stopped
again when I recognised the CO of the 1st New Zealand General Hospital sitting by his car at
the roadside having hot co�ee and rolls. The Colonel got some more made and all the boys had
a steaming hot one which just put us in �ne fettle as we were chilled to the marrow through
getting wet in a rain downpour while asleep. The old boy, a good sixty, had lost his unit on the
way down from Pharsala but was not worried in the least; he was very relieved to have got all his
nurses away on a hospital ship.

The Colonel expected that we would all have a di�cult time ahead as he believed the
Greeks were all going over to the Axis; he was wrong as it happened but it serves to show what a
nerve-wracking position senior o�cers must have experienced round about this time. I have
forgotten to mention that he had left his hospital at Pharsala as it stood without a holding
party; within twenty four hours it had been completely ri�ed by Greek peasantry – consider the
material equipment for 600 beds. The old boy was carpeted later, bowler-hatted and sent back
to New Zealand for medical reasons.

By eleven o'clock we were all back at base at the Orphanage. That night Mac and I13

went to Maxim's cabaret; this was going full blast, as if the war was still a myth. I can see the
leading lady now doing her version of a sailor's hornpipe and she could dance. The navy
collared her in the �nal collapse and took her to Alexandria, such is the a�ection bestowed on a

13 5 April.
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�ashy bit of work. It was always a source of amusement to chip the o�cers of that cruiser in
Alexandria's Union Club as to whose cabin she shared.

Letter to Betty dated 8 April, Greece.

Rather an eventual weekend. Germany declared war on Greece early Sunday morning. I had14

arrived in Athens the night before with Mac and interviewed the Supreme Being. Mac, Bert and
I celebrated reunion at Maxim’s cabaret at Mac’s expense and made a call at 11pm at the
Argentino to find this place a bear garden. The fleet was not only in port but “lit up again” after
Matapan and the RAF were in evidence. The dance floor was the scene of a rugger match, the15

ball being a solid glass urinal specially brought for the purpose by an enterprising fleet surgeon.
What a hullabaloo! One rather inebriated lady (?) endeavoured to join in and was only noticed
when she found herself in the middle of a scrum. She was picked up by a couple of stalwarts and
severely admonished verbally, then had her B.T. spanked none too slightly and deposited much
more sober in the ladies’ lounge.

Next morning I woke at 9am and missed breakfast, which no one but muddle-headed
English have in Greece. At 10am sallied forth for HQ and it was evident that something was up
from the air of suppressed excitement in the streets. I soon found out – it was war with the hated
hun. Day was quiet except for marching of pseudo-fascist organisations. Half an hour after dark
the fun started and the port got it from Jerry; plenty of reply from A.A. fire. Went to bed at 11 pm
realising I had a train to catch at 6am and an hour lost by clock going on one hour.

I need not have worried for at 4.30am there was the hell of an explosion and the building
shuddered. Anyway, I arose, got dressed and packed to the sound of more slight bangs and the
inevitable babble of females rushing about. Bertram was downstairs in pyjamas, mac and
tin-hat. My car arrived and just before pushing off I looked into Mac’s room to find him still in
bed and complaining that he had been woken up by some noise or other and now I had stopped
him getting off to sleep again. So much for the contrast between Bertram and Mac!

My train left on time and I never discovered the cause of the most terrific explosion I have
ever heard. What a journey! Hours to do a few miles of the mountains the poor old train has to
climb. Anyway, had a couple of meals in the excellent Wagon Lit Continental Express and, after
passing and waiting for in sidings umpteen trains going south with conscripts, wounded (nearly
all frost bite) Greeks, and Ity prisoners, reached my station at 10pm. My worthy Phelps of
Glaaaaston-bury met us with Ere Tiz our truck and two hours later parked at a CCS and had
breakfast next am with my old friends of Egypt days.

Other incidents occurred which one is not permitted to refer to, in themselves very funny,

15 Italy’s biggest defeat at sea, losing an entire cruiser division. The Battle of Cape Matapan was fought between
British Imperial and Axis forces from 27-29 March. The cape is on the south-west coast of Greece’s
Peloponnsian peninsula.

14 6 April.
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but no sign of Jerry. Tyson has just poked his head in the tent flap (now 9pm) to say “The wa-er is
boilin, sir.” Cockney for tea is ready. By the way a couple or so nights ago, Mac, another officer and
I had some of your Xmas cake which all pronounced grand and proceeded with a cup of “char”
which tasted of paraffin.

Re Barbara’s Oxyuris when on course of Butolan get her to use a jerry and watch for adult
worms 3” long. Also, be certain she does not reinfect herself by scratching around arms in bed at
night. Eggs are laid round arms and get under nails, then to mouth and swallowed.

That tea will be cold so must ease off. Love.

10 April: Balloon in process of going up. In a hurry. R.

13 April: Easter Sunday suggests to me that Barbara has been to church and sung in her best voice
“Christ is Risen”. It is a religious feast day here as well though perhaps the Greeks are more
concerned at the moment with war than with religion.

The moon is full but commencing to wane and on Good Friday night there was a four-hour
air raid. It was merely a taste of what has been nightly occurrences in England for a year; the
combined noise of crashing bombs, anti-aircraft fire and aeroplane drone serves to put sleep quite
out of the questions. The fireworks display is certainly worth watching from a safe place,
particularly when the “flaming onions” gradually draw nearer a fleeing plane in a searchlight
beam until there is a flash and down she goes to the loud cheering of people in the streets. Three
planes went down out of a probable nine night bombers; a fourth also but tragically one of ours,
one of the risks of night air fighting. More than this it is inadvisable to refer to.

A few words with the JHB Sq. Leader mentioned previously; his squadron are dealing16

with the German advance in North Greece. He said they all their tails up and are doing well in
the air and ground straffing. The MO told me that Sq. Leader had got 3 Messerschmitts in two
days so he is living up to his reputation. The Aussies are also living up to theirs and the Hun will
have a tough time trying to get through their defensive positions. My old Tidworth pals are in the
thick of it; they always wanted some action and they have it now with jam on.

Just now (South African expression), I am sitting amongst a litter of half-opened boxers etc
in an orphanage; the kids have long since gone, but even now it seems to have the cold austerity
usually attached to such places. Reminded me of small boy days when I used to see the kids playing
at the Jewish orphanage somewhere near Kensington.17

Account continues: Next day all sorts of rumours began to �y, the public were obviously
restless and during the afternoon the British military police cleared the city of all our troops
and we were con�ned to barracks until further orders. I cannot now remember how many days

17 Johannesburg.
16 Pattle.
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we remained so, it must have been four or �ve; no news of the progress of the �ghting reached
us; all we knew was that the evacuation was proceeding at the Piraeus docks and we would get
our orders.

Then one day the news that the Greek Prime Minister had been found shot dead. By
whom? Some said on the King's orders as a traitor. Su�ce it to say that the Minister of War
had signed an order three weeks earlier giving every o�cer of the Greek army fourteen days
leave; today that Minister is the Quisling Premier of Greece.
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Chapter 6
Attacked at Sea, April 1941

The same afternoon the DDMS sent a message for our Humber car and driver as he needed it
urgently; that was the last we saw of Goodwin and the car. Next day Mac was worried and
against orders went round to HQ; he was told that orders had gone to Medical Branch three
days before for our embarkation on a ship. We never got them obviously. Why? That night
orders came direct from movements to proceed to a station and board a train at dawn. All the
lab equipment had been destroyed on orders, all papers burnt. No equipment other than a
pack could be taken, so that all my possessions and clothing were left at the orphanage. A truck
took us through the streets crowded with people at seven am. and to our astonishment they
waved and cheered us when it was already known the British were leaving. Actually Mac and I
had loaded revolvers ready for use, also on orders, to deal with obstruction.

The station proved to be a goods yard between Athens and Piraeus; we hung around
two hours or more before a decrepit looking engine pulled in with a train of covered
cattle-trucks. During this time bombing of Piraeus was incessant and we had a �rst class if
alarming view. No planes �ew over Athens and there was no anti-aircraft �re or planes
intercepting. Without knowing it then, the RAF had already left Greece or rather the remnants
had left; ground sta� were en route on foot to evacuation ports. Poor Pattle had died �ghting
over Athens, a lone �ghter against a horde of Messerschmitts; how that was ever permitted I
could never understand.

We piled into the tiny trucks of this narrow gauge line together with a motley crowd of
several hundred and moved o� – where to, we had no idea. Being meant for cattle, the trucks
were closed and one could see out only through small grills; we were packed with all sorts of
blokes with ri�es and so on. Getting into the countryside, the train must have been a grand
bombing target, particularly when Mac and I realised we were on the line which skirted the
naval base of Salamis, the Elefsis aerodrome and then meandered along the cli�s with a
congested road for company in the direction of the Corinth Canal. There were plenty of jolting
stops at odd places in the countryside whenever the driver saw a horde of planes. At about
three in the afternoon we arrived opposite the end of the Corinth Canal out in the open
country and once again we were astonished to see on the hillside a mass of troops. This was a
collecting point and we went to earth on the rocky hillside while the train pushed o� back to
Athens, no doubt for more. There was no organisation here, just a motley gathering; every time
a whistle blew we froze to the place we happened to be as planes appeared, and never a move till
they passed on.

Late that afternoon of a perfect day we were formed up into parties of �fty, o�cers in
charge of each, and marched o� behind guides to the edge of the canal, about two miles. This
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we crossed in a �at raft. Once over, the weary march continued till about midnight when on
orders we gratefully lay down in an olive grove to sleep the sleep of the very tired. Next morning
without any food we waited for orders and at about 2 pm. We marched along the canal to the
road and boarded lorries. In these we passed through Corinth turned south through the hills;
en route every now and then we stopped and got into ditches when planes came over to bomb
Argos, the place from which the Argonauts set o� according to the legend.

Some miles further on we came to a bay, almost land-locked with a little town with a
quay on it. This was Naphlion. Orders were to sleep anywhere as long as there was cover. As a
unit we kept together and climbed a boulder-strewn hill overlooking the harbour; here we
parked between boulders for the night. About ten o'clock there was a terri�c explosion due to a
burning ammunition ship going up in bay. It reminded me of the still greater explosion from a
similar cause at Piraeus, when the Jerries bombed an ammo ship that had been brought into
dock by a 5th column expert; that destroyed our dock facilities at Piraeus at the start of the
German invasion of Greece.

Next morning Mac, Bert and I went exploring and found a tinned food dump; great joy
for the boys. Continuing wandering about the orange and olive groves packed with troops, we
stumbled on a Field Ambulance, none other than Kinmont, Donald and Co. of the 189. We
hung around with them and decided to come and billet with them mainly for food reasons.
Mac and I set o� round about 3pm to walk the odd two miles to our hill and en route fell in
with a venerable Senior Chaplain, who was very optimistic, though one had the idea it was
forced as part of the cleric's attitude. We had not seen a plane all day when suddenly three
appeared and (as I learnt afterwards in Crete) a signi�cant three yellow-nosed Messerschmitt
�ghters. They were the invariable forerunners of trouble, being out on reconnaissance and
often with the senior o�cer of the formation in one of them, rank equivalent to Air Vice
Marshall. That day they must have spotted a thing or two near the quay because they circled
two or three times then dived with their guns going full blast; twice they did this and a third
time round they �ew at 100 ft right over a well concealed AA gun which had not yet �red. The
Sergeant in charge held his �re on this third round, let the �rst go, riddled the second and the
third went up in a sheet of �ame and crashed 20 yds from Kinmont. The second could be seen
wobbling ominously trying to get over a hill to the north. What a reception that AA trio got!!

That evening some sort of embarkation organisation got going and it was rumoured
the navy were coming. Anyway, Mac was told it was not our turn that night so we went back to
Kinmont and promptly went to sleep, myself on a camp bed for a change. By this time
wounded were coming in and were taken to the quay directly they arrived. Rumours �ew as
may be imagined, the noise of the bombing to the north, the trickle of wounded, all very
unsettling though we had terri�c con�dence in the navy getting us out. I woke round midnight
to the tramp of marching men and slept again.

Next morning an astonishing sight met our eyes; there in the centre of the bay was a
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lovely twin-funneled passenger ship, the Ulster Monarch, in peacetime a Holyhead Dublin18

mail boat. It soon became known that she had grounded during the night and that the navy
could not get her o�. The inevitable happened; relays of dive bombers came over and bombed
that ship till by noon she was a blazing mass from stem to stern. We saw our chances of getting
away vanishing. Mac was away most of the day trying to wangle his small unit into that night's
shipment; again it was not to be and he returned very fed up at the general attitude towards
anything medical. No medical personnel that night, only combatant and RAF ground sta�.

We lay about next day with several hundreds of others expecting the Jerries any time
but they never came and we found out later they cut across west of us to another port that
night and sna�ed 7000 men; the port of Kalamata. Having destroyed the Ulster Monarch, they
thought we were blocked in and easy meat. Next afternoon we were told to be formed up by 7
pm down a certain tree-covered lane, though Mac told me privately that the embarkation
people were doubtful about anything coming. About 10 pm, columns of fours started
marching by under police control and, after some six hundred had gone by, we joined in and
marched two miles into the town; then a dead stop and a very slow moving queue until about 1
am. We found ourselves on the quay in the soft light thrown by the still glowing and red hot19

Ulster Monarch. Kinmont and Donald left us for a few minutes to see about the possibility of
wounded still being about.

During those few minutes Mac, Bert and I found ourselves clambering over the
quayside into a �shing smack with crowds of others and then down into a foul smelling �shy
hold. Soon the boat was packed and chugged where to, no one cared; we had got o� Greek soil.

Three-quarters of an hour later she stopped and the movement of people above could
be heard and we presently climbed an awkward vertical metal ladder out of the hold onto the
deck. In the pitch dark I could not see a thing nor could Mac; then we heard somebody say
“This way boys and jump to it.” On moving to the far side of the smack I suddenly realised why
I could not see anything; I had been looking at the towering grey side of a cruiser in the dark.
The next di�culty was to shin up thirty feet or more of dangling rope with knots in. The last
few feet got me and I thought I would have to leave go when someone seized me by the back of
the neck, someone else an arm, and I was hauled unceremoniously aboard absolutely whacked.
The seaman who had hauled me up realised with his �ashlight I had a crown and in broad
cockney said “Sorry sir, didn't know you was an or�cer; I'd a got you up more gentle like.” He
told me I was on HMS Calcutta and lucky to be as “no bloody Jerries ever touched this ere20

20 HMS Calcutta was part of Operation Demon, the Mediterranean Fleet’s operation to evacuate British
and Commonwealth troops from Greece. Launched in 1918, the light cruiser was converted to an
anti-aircraft cruiser in 1938. Calcutta was sunk on 2 June 1941 by two Junkers 88 bombers which dived
out of the sun northwest of Alexandria: 255 men were rescued; 107 were killed or missing.

19 27 April 1941.

18 In fact, it was MV Ulster Prince. Ralph had got his passenger ships mixed up. Her sister ship, Ulster
Monarch, took part in the D-Day landings and resumed service in the Irish Sea after the war.
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ship” and then took me along a few yards of deck to a metal doorway, told me to go in and
“You'll �nd a bit of orl right in there you will.” It led a few feet to what proved to be the ward
room packed full of naval and military o�cers; a naval o�cer (sixtyish) seized me at once with a
“Come over here, old man” to a double whisky, then into a corner of the bar with a plate of
four sandwiches. He left me at once to go on deck and I spotted Mac and Bert through the haze
of smoke. I was too thankful and dog-tired to move from my perch and most others were the
same. Not more than twenty minutes later the same naval o�cer reappeared, looked round,
came over and said “It's time you turned in” and I followed him to a small cabin in which I
found three others already including Mac. In next to no time Mac and I were fast asleep on a
pair of sick-berth stretchers on the �oor.

It seemed only a few minutes later that I awoke to the most terri�c slam just overhead
and repeated regularly. Guns 4.7 twins going o� just overhead. Mac was not there so I
wandered out, it being about seven o'clock and found myself on deck with a few sailors and
men about. Dive bombers were attacking in formation and every now and then the ship would
heel right over in a sudden change of course and bombs would burst harmlessly yards away. All
the time the guns were going, putting up a �erce protective barrage and putting the planes o�
their aim. There were two transports with us and two destroyers; two miles astern a troop ship
was in �ames and we learnt later that two destroyers stayed behind and took all o� only to be
sunk in turn themselves as with the extra weight aboard, manoeuvring was risky. Kinmont and
Donald were believed to be aboard that burning ship and it was not till June 1942 I heard
Kinmont was a Prisoner of War. What happened to Donald I do not know. Once the Greek
mainland was out of sight the Jerries ceased attacking us and that would be round mid-day. At
four we left the rest of the convoy, which went to Alexandria, and at 6pm we were ashore in
Crete – and HMS Calcutta had sailed again for Greece.

So that was the evacuation from Greece of the 1st Malaria Field Laboratory, all the
personnel complete and reasonably cheerful. It became evident later that we left Naphlion on
the last evacuation night, the Germans taking possession and prisoners the next morning. On
the afternoon of the day before, that is 32 hours before our departure, the Germans had landed
parachute troops to overwhelm our defences on the Corinth Canal and cut communications
between the evacuation ports in the south and Athens. Fortunately, they were too late and were
slow in advancing to Argos as they overestimated the strength of the rearguard. A large portion
of people left between Athens and Corinth got o� from other beaches during the night. The
organisation by the navy was remarkable under varying and di�cult circumstances and no air
protection and many were the ordinary lads who had good reason to thank God for the navy.
Fifty thousand got away and �fteen thousand were taken prisoner.
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Postscript: analysis of the evacuation and attack at sea of the convoy (from Peter Kimenai of
Tracesofwar.com):

On the afternoon of 26 April 1941 Slamat, a Dutch cargo ship converted into a troop ship,
HMS Glenearn and Khedive Ismail of 7,290 ton, escorted by cruiser HMS Calcutta and �ve
destroyers, were directed towards Nauplia. Halfway, however, Glenearn was hit twice by a
German bomb, one of which hit the engine room. This stopped the LSI (Landing Ships
Infantry). Destroyer HMS Gri�n was ordered to tow the landing ship back to Crete. The
exclusion of the Glenearn was a bitter set back; not only because of the lacking of the ships’
capacity , but especially because of the loss of the carried landing craft which would have
enhanced the boarding of the troops signi�cantly.

In the evening the ships dropped anchor in the bay at Nauplia. As the access to the
harbour was still blocked by the wreck of the Ulster Prince and because of the lacking of the
landing craft of the LSI, the troops to be evacuated could only be boarding by being ferried in
the life-boats of the ships themselves and some local small boats. The cruisers HMS Orion and
HMS Perth and the destroyer HMS Stuart, which had speedily replaced HMS Glenearn, took
the �rst 2,500 troops aboard. The Khedive Ismail at 03:00 had boarded no refugees at all and
Slamat only a few hundred, when HMS Calcutta signaled that departure was due. Captain T.
Luidinga of the Slamat understood that hundreds of evacuees had to remain behind on shore
and against orders he continued to embark troops. HMS Calcutta and the Egyptian ship
therefore departed only at 04:00 and Slamat herself only at 04:15. In spite of the decision by
captain Luidinga to board more troops, at that moment there were about 600 troops onboard
of the steamer, only half of her capacity.

After a few hours the allied �eet was attacked in the Sea of Pelagos by nine German Ju
88 bombers. Slamat received a direct hit between the bridge and the foremost chimney which
caused a �erce blaze. The crew tried to control the �re but this was made even more di�cult by
the heavy machine gun stra�ng by Messerschmitt Bf 109 �ghter airplanes and Ju 87 (Stuka)
bombers. Next to that, the ship received another near-miss which started her to list. Captain
Luidinga issued the abandon-ship order. The life boats and rafts which had been left over did
not provide su�cient capacity and two life-boats capsized as they were overcrowded. To make
things worse the drowning troops were machine gunned in the water by the German airplanes
whilst the other ships maintained heading and speed. HMS Calcutta took over a few survivors
and ordered destroyer HMS Diamond to stay and rescue as many shipwrecked people as
possible.
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At 09:16 three British destroyers from Crete arrived to reinforce the convoy. One of
these ships, HMS Wryneck, got the order to assist HMS Diamond. Both destroyers rescued as
many drowning men as possible and returned at 11:00 to the burning Slamat. Here they
discovered another two life-boats and they took the survivors aboard. HMS Wryneck �red a
torpedo at the Slamat which sank her within minutes. HMS Diamond already had about 600
victims onboard and HMS Wryneck another few dozen when both destroyers at 13:00 headed
for Crete. A quarter of an hour later both ships were surprise-attacked by Ju87 dive bombers
coming out of the sun. HMS Diamond received two hits and sank within eight minutes. HMS
Wryneck received three hits, capsized over port and sank within �fteen minutes. The crew of
the Wryneck had been able to lower one single life-boat and both destroyers had launched their
three Carley rafts. The capacity of these seven items of safety equipment however was
dramatically short and hundreds drowned, especially those who were wounded.

In the evening of 27 April the destroyer HMS Gri�n was sent out to establish why
HMS Diamond and HMS Wryneck had failed to return. Instead of two destroyers Gri�n
found two rafts at the spot where Slamat had sunk. Fourteen survivors were picked up and next
morning another four, who were taken to Crete. The life-boat of HMS Wryneck reached a
little rocky island at thirteen miles south east of Milos on the 28th of April. Here they found a
Greek �shing boat full up with Greek and British refugees from Piraeus. That evening both the
�sherman and the life-boat sailed for Crete and were spotted during the night by a landing craft
on its way with refugees from Port Raphtis. All evacuees were taken onboard of the landing
craft and arrived safely at Crete. In the disaster with the Slamat, HMS Diamond and HMS
Wryneck almost 1,000 people perished. Of the almost 600 refugees onboard Slamat, only eight
survived. Of the 214 crew of the Slamat, including the 21 Australian and New Zealander
artillerists, eleven survived. Of the 166 crew of HMS Diamond, 20 were saved and of the 106
crew of HMS Wryneck, 27 survived.


